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More Evidence of Voter Fraud as Congress Gears Up for
Electoral College Vote Certification?
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UPDATE: Regarding the pallets of fake
ballots being destroyed as claimed by Byrne,
Georgia election officials have stated that
“the boxes seen in photographs contained
emergency paper ballots stored in the
warehouse as back-ups in the event voting
machines failed on election day.”

Mere days before Congress is set to certify
the results of the 2020 presidential election
on Wednesday, information about the voter
fraud that handed Joe Biden a victory
continues to arise, despite insistence by the
mainstream media that there is no evidence
of widespread voter fraud.

Patrick Byrne, founder of OverStock.com and a member of the Trump team who has been working to
expose fraud in the election, tweeted on Saturday that footage and photographs were captured of what
he claims were fake ballots in Georgia’s Fulton County that were eventually picked up by moving trucks
and shredded.

Byrne contended that video footage in his possession shows vans pulling up at 10 o’clock at night after
a state Senate subcommittee panel, upon which the ballots were loaded up.

“On Wednesday afternoon in the Georgia Senate Judiciary voted to have these ballots inspected. What
happened next?,” Byrne wrote in a tweet,

BIG NEWS: COUNTERFEIT FULTON COUNTY GEORGIA BALLOTS. On a tip, our operative
entered the Fulton County (Atlanta) Warehouse and took this series of photos: THESE ARE
FAKE BALLOTS (note the quantity):

— Patrick Byrne (@PatrickByrne) January 1, 2021

pic.twitter.com/GuwdbpseYC

— Patrick Byrne (@PatrickByrne) January 1, 2021

Rented Enterprise moving vans pulled up to the warehouse and began loading up. I will post
that video promptly.

— Patrick Byrne (@PatrickByrne) January 1, 2021

And then, a shredding company was engaged. They shredded everything. Not just a normal
shredding either. They did not shred into long strips, or even tiny confetti: they did military-
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grade shredding down to tiny spitballs.������������

— Patrick Byrne (@PatrickByrne) January 1, 2021

The video of the enterprise van is too big for me to upload right here. But trust me, there is
a video of enterprise moving vans pulling up at 10 o’clock at night, after the Senate
subcommittee voted to investigate the stuff, and they got loaded up.

— Patrick Byrne (@PatrickByrne) January 1, 2021

Byrne also claimed that his people obtained samples of the fake ballots.

The statistical case against Joe Biden also keeping mounting.

For example, a new analysis posted to Rumble by BasedMedia and DonaldWon.com noted that Joe
Biden was given a five-percent advantage over President Trump in counties using Dominion voting
machines.

The analysis reads:

Analysis conducted by DataScience and released through BASEDmedia constructed a
statistical model to predict relative performance for either candidate based upon U.S.
Census county data to 90% accuracy.

This analysis revealed that counties that used Dominion and Hart InterCivic ballot counting
devices and software consistently gave a 5% vote advantage to candidate Joe Biden over
President Trump. This advantage was observed regardless of the county’s majority political
party affiliation nor urban, suburban, or rural area demographics.

Congress will vote to certify the 50 states’ Electoral College votes on Wednesday, January 6, but some
Republican lawmakers are planning efforts to reject these results due to the lingering shadow of fraud.

One effort, led by Representative Mo Brooks (R-Ala.) in the House and joined by Senator Josh Hawley
(R-Mo.) in the Senate, seeks to force a debate regarding electoral tallies.

“We have no congressional investigation of the fraud,” Hawley said of his participation in the effort.
“We need it. We’ve had no congressional action. We need that to protect our elections going forward. I
will make all these points and try to force a debate about all of these points.”

Firing back at critics who say he is attempting to subvert the electoral system, Hawley pointed out that
Democrats have taken such action before.

In 2005, for example, then-Senator Barbara Boxer (D-Calif.) objected to Ohio electors during the 2005
certification of President George W. Bush’s reelection and defeat of John Kerry.

“First of all, I don’t hear the Democrats making such outrageous claims when they were the ones who
were objecting during the electoral college certification in 2004 and 2016. Democrats have done this for
years to raise concerns about election integrity,” Hawley said on Fox News. “Now when Republicans
and 74 million Americans have concerns about election integrity, we are supposed to sit down and shut
up? Somebody has to stand up here.”

A separate effort led by Senator Ted Cruz (R-Texas) involves a number of Republican senators who say
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they will block certification of the electoral results unless there is an emergency 10-day audit by an
electoral commission.

“Voter fraud has posed a persistent challenge in our elections, although its breadth and scope are
disputed,” Cruz and the other senators maintained in a Saturday statement. “By any measure, the
allegations of fraud and irregularities in the 2020 election exceed any in our lifetimes.”

On Saturday, Vice President Mike Pence’s chief of staff, Marc Short, said his boss shared “the concerns
of millions of Americans about voter fraud and irregularities.”

The vice president “welcomes the efforts of members of the House and Senate to use the authority they
have under the law to raise objections and bring forward evidence before the Congress and the
American people.”

As president of the senate, Pence will have the responsibility of overseeing the January 6 session, which
has caused some of the president’s proponents to argue that the vice president should use this
opportunity to reject electoral votes from fraud-ridden states.
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